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The spin-crossover system �Fe�ptz�6��BF4�2 has been studied for more than 25 years and is used as a model
system to the understanding of the eponymous phenomenon in solid-state materials. However, the structural
properties of the low-spin phase formed at low temperature after a slow cooling have never been elucidated due
to a splitting of the Bragg peaks. We report here a reinvestigation of this low-spin phase by single-crystal x-ray
diffraction. This study demonstrates the perfect matching between the structural and magnetic transitions
temperatures and hysteresis width through careful unit-cell temperature dependence. The Bragg splitting is also
unambiguously associated to the spin transition. Above all, this work reveals a reversible doubling of the
unit-cell parameters a and b corresponding to the spin transition. A preliminary solution for the crystal structure
of the low-spin phase notably shows the potential major role of the deformation of the n-propyl groups in the
physical behavior of this material.
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The fascinating spin-crossover phenomenon concerns
many fields as diverse as the dynamics of Earth mantle,1

human biology2 and the race to new materials for the future
with potential industrial applications in information storage,
display devices, and molecular electronics, in general.3 To
this end, the spin-crossover phenomenon in molecular mate-
rials has been extensively studied worldwide resulting in a
large amount of data and a detailed knowledge of this phe-
nomenon, revealing, in particular, the paramount influence of
the structural features on the magnetic and optical
properties.4 Among the most studied systems is the complex
�Fe�ptz�6��BF4�2 �ptz=1-propyltetrazole� that has been in-
vestigated for more than 25 years.5 The reasons for this in-
terest are multiple. One of them is certainly that this system
has been the first to reveal a photoinduced spin-crossover
phenomenon.5,6 The light irradiation effects on this material
at low temperature have been very thoroughly investigated.7

It is also one of the rare spin-crossover materials that is
transparent in the high-spin �HS� state, and strongly colored
in the low-spin �LS� state, which has allowed, for instance,
the use and the development of several optical means of
investigation.8 Another reason is undoubtedly the complexity
of the pressure, temperature, and light irradiation phase
diagram7,9–12 as well as the question of synergy between spin
and phase transitions and factors such as cooling mode, ag-
ing, and purity of the sample.13 Notably, the �Fe�ptz�6��BF4�2
system is known to show a different structural phase in the
LS state depending on the rate of cooling.7 The structural
properties of the LS phase obtained by slow cooling have
never been clearly identified. This work aims to shed light on
this phase diagram by mean of single-crystal x-ray diffrac-
tion focusing on the thermal spin-crossover at or close to
thermal equilibrium.

Numerous magnetic, optical, and spectroscopic investiga-
tions have shown that �Fe�ptz�6��BF4�2 undergoes a HS
to LS thermal spin-crossover without hysteresis at �130 K
if rapidly cooled ��10 K min−1� while, if slowly cooled
��1 K min−1� it shows an abrupt thermal spin-crossover at

�125 K with a hysteresis of 7 K.7 �Fe�ptz�6��BF4�2 crystal-
lizes in the R3̄ �no. 148� space group in the high-temperature
HS phase, denoted HS-R3̄.14 The LS phase obtained by rapid
cooling corresponds15 to a quenching of the high-
temperature structure, denoted LS-ord for ordered phase, and
shows no major difference from HS-R3̄, except with the
usual iron coordination sphere modifications due to the
spin-crossover.16 The case of the slowly cooled LS phase
appears much more problematic. Indeed, a split of the Bragg
peaks has been reported in the initial structural studies of this
phase, and subsequently confirmed.7,17 This phase is denoted
LS-dis for disordered phase since the splitting was under-
stood as a loss of the single-crystal character of the sample.
A detailed structural study of the LS-dis phase was done by
Wiehl and co-workers about 20 years ago.17 The conclusions
of this careful study were that the space group cannot be
determined for the LS-dis phase, due to the splitting of the
Bragg peaks, but that most probably a lowering of the sym-
metry occurs in LS, provided the unit-cell volume does not
change from HS to LS. Since the initial structural study was
performed with photographs �Weissenberg method�, we
thought it deserved a reinvestigation with modern x-ray dif-
fraction techniques.

Fresh single crystals of �Fe�ptz�6��BF4�2 were obtained
using the method initially described in the literature18 and its
subsequent improvements.19 A single crystal of dimensions
1.22�1.0�0.1 mm3 was selected and mounted on an x-ray

diffractometer. First, the crystal structure in the HS-R3̄ was
solved and refined just before the spin transition, at 140 K.20

This redetermination has allowed checking the nature and
quality of the samples and incidentally the quality of the

HS-R3̄ crystal structure has been significantly improved in
comparison with the one previously obtained at higher
temperature.14 Then, 21 short data collections were run in the
range �150–80 K� leading to 12 sets of data obtained by
cooling from 150 to 80 K and nine sets of data obtained by
warming from 112 to 150 K. These temperatures were cho-
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sen to follow the spin transition, anticipated around 125 K in
the cooling mode and 132 K in the warming mode. In our
experiments, the speed of cooling used was always
1 K min−1. All these short data collection permit the deter-
mination of the unit-cell parameters temperature dependence
as well as a significant coverage of reciprocal space to track
additional reflections.21 A full data collection was also run at
80 K.22

The inspection of the diffraction images first confirm a
splitting of some Bragg peaks in the LS region. Moreover,
comparison of the diffraction images reveals straightfor-
wardly a new feature of the structural behavior of the
�Fe�ptz�6��BF4�2. Supplementary Bragg reflections corre-
sponding to a doubling of the a and b unit-cell parameters
are unambiguously observed at the lowest temperatures �Fig.
1�. When cooling from 150 K, these supplementary Bragg
peaks appear at 125 K and when warming from 80 to 150 K
they disappear at �132 K. These temperatures perfectly

match the spin transition from HS-R3̄ to LS-dis. Systematic

extinction in LS-dis shows the space group remains R3̄. The

HS-R3̄ to LS-dis transition is thus clearly identified as corre-
sponding, in slow-cooling regime �1 K/min�, i.e., quasiadia-

batic, to a transition from a �a ,c� R3̄ phase to a �−2a ,c� R3̄
phase. The unit cell volume is consequently quadrupled in
the low-spin phase. Note that, in their initial work,17 the
diffracting images obtained by Wiehl and co-workers already
contained additional reflections on photographs but no
deeper analysis was technically possible at that time and
such feature seems not to have been taken into account later.
The doubling of the unit-cell parameter a �and b� associated
with the spin transition demonstrates an important character-
istic of the �Fe�ptz�6��BF4�2 compound, since all previous
hypotheses considered no volume change at the spin-
crossover, when in fact the unit cell is quadrupled. Note that
numerous samples, including ones more than 5 years old,
were cooled and investigated to successfully check the repro-
ducibility of the quadrupling of the unit cell.

The temperature dependence of unit-cell parameters �Fig.
2� is represented in the simple �a ,b ,c� unit cell for compari-
son between HS and LS ranges. Temperatures of the struc-
tural phase transition �125�2� K when cooling and 132�2� K
when warming� and hysteresis width �7 K� are in good agree-
ment with magnetic and spectroscopic measurements on this
compound. Considering the simple cell, in the abrupt domain
of the transition, between 127 and 121 K, the a parameter
decreases by 1.16% while the c parameter decreases by
2.63%. Consequently, despite the lattice being doubled in the
a and in the b directions, large structural change is expected
in the c direction within the crystal packing. Note that while
the doubling of the a parameter induces a quadrupling of the
unit-cell volume, the large decrease in the c parameter makes
the volume being in fact slightly less than quadrupled in LS.
Otherwise, if still considering the simple cell, the volume of
the lattice decreases by 6.2% from fully HS �150 K� to fully
LS �108 K� state. This value appears significantly higher than
the usual unit-cell volume reduction observed as a conse-
quence of the spin-crossover in Fe�II� molecular complexes
�1–5 %�.16 Once again, large modifications are thus ex-
pected in the LS-dis crystal structure.

Besides the quadrupling of the unit cell, another feature
observed is a splitting of Bragg peaks in the low-spin tem-
perature range, such a feature being already known.7 The
temperature dependence of the splitting confirms its con-
comitance with the HS to LS transition �Fig. 3�. In addition,
it is also reversible on a single crystal when warming back to
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Partial view of the �h0l� plane at 80 K in
the LS-dis phase of �Fe�ptz�6��BF4�2. The reciprocal parameter a� is
drawn in HS, aHS

� to show the additional peaks corresponding to the

doubling of a and respecting the R3̄ symmetry. The same conclu-
sions are reached for the b lattice parameter. The unit cell of the
LS-dis phase is thus defined by �−2a ,−2b ,c�. These additional
Bragg peaks appear at the HS to LS transition �125 K� and disap-
pear at the LS to HS transition �132 K�. Reversibility and reproduc-
ibility have been checked.

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence in the range �105–155 K� of
the unit-cell parameters �Å�: �top� a represented in the simple lat-
tice for comparison and �low� c. The structural transition tempera-
tures and hysteresis match the spin-transition ones, 125 K when
cooling and 132 K when warming. Drawn lines are guide for the
eyes.
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HS. This feature is of importance since it proves the splitting
does not correspond to physical cracking of the crystal. Co-
existence of LS and HS phases would be possible since the
splitting seems not to affect superstructure reflections but
single crystal magnetic measurements show that residual HS
phase cannot account for more than a few percent at 100 K.23

Inspection of the diffraction images show that Bragg reflec-
tions are essentially split in the c� direction.

The splitting of the reflections makes almost impossible a
good quality crystal structure refinement of the LS-dis phase
for �Fe�ptz�6��BF4�2. However, based on the different fea-
tures presented here, a preliminary crystal structure can be
determined �R=0.19� and some comments can be made �Fig.
4�, taking into account that such crystal structure represents
an average one. Indeed, in an accurate description, a small
structural disorder, responsible for the Bragg splitting, should
arise. Since c� is a privileged direction for such splitting, we
assume the corresponding disorder affects layers perpendicu-
lar to such direction. One of the main consequences of the
quadrupling of the unit cell is that the LS-dis asymmetric unit

contains 2/3 of one iron atom instead of 1/6 in HS-R3̄. The
latter corresponds to one iron lying on the −3 axis. Mean-
while in LS-dis, the asymmetric unit contains one iron atom
lying on a −3 axis �1/6 occupancy� and one iron atom lying
on a center of inversion �1/2 occupancy�. For both iron at-
oms, iron-nitrogen bond lengths clearly indicate a low-spin

state at 80 K ��Fe-N�=1.97�1� Å and 1.99�1� Å, respec-
tively�. The main general features of the crystal packing
known in HS-R3̄ remain unchanged in LS-dis. No deeper
analysis can be done due to the poor crystal structure refine-
ment quality. However, it is worth noting that one of the
main limitations in the atomic parameters refinement process
arises from the terminal n-propyl group atoms, a fact that
indicates a strong disorder of this part of the complex. As a
consequence, one of the features of the structural phase tran-
sition that �Fe�ptz�6��BF4�2 undergoes at the HS-R3̄ to LS-dis
transition concerns the n-propyl groups. Recent nuclear scat-
tering experiments and density functional theory �DFT�
calculations24 have concluded that a deformation of the
n-propyl groups should go together with the Fe-N stretching
due to the spin transition. The present structural study tends
to confirm this assumption.

To sum up, the single-crystal x-ray diffraction reinvesti-
gation of �Fe�ptz�6��BF4�2 reveals a reversible quadrupling
of the unit cell corresponding to the HS/LS transition in the
slowly cooled mode. In addition, the reversibility of the
Bragg-peak splitting on this material in single-crystal form
clearly infirms that the split can be attributed to a macro-
scopic crack of the samples. Finally, a preliminary crystal
structure solution for the LS-dis phase has been proposed,
showing two different symmetry sites. These distinct features
reveal a unique aspect of the spin-crossover phenomenon in
this model material.
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